Annex A – Tariff elimination schedules

MODIFICATIONS TO ANNEX I, TARIFF ELIMINATION SCHEDULES

Appendix 1

ELIMINATION OF CUSTOMS DUTIES

SECTION B

TARIFF ELIMINATION SCHEDULE OF THE EU PARTY

SUBSECTION 2

TARIFF ELIMINATION SCHEDULE OF THE EU PARTY FOR GOODS ORIGINATING IN PERU

B. Tariff Quotas for specific goods

The following modifications apply as from 2019. Should this Agreement enter into force after 2019, for tariff rate quotas that increase over time, the aggregate quantity during the year this Agreement enters into force shall be calculated by adding the applicable yearly increase, for each year from 2019 until the year of entry into force, to the aggregate quantity volumes set out below. If the entry into force of this Agreement corresponds to a date after 1 January up until and inclusive of 31 December of the same calendar year, the quota will be pro-rated on a proportional basis for the remainder of that calendar year.

For the avoidance of doubt, unless stated otherwise, the unit for the aggregate quota volumes set out below is metric tonnes.

(a) In sub-paragraph (a), for staging category BF, the aggregate quantity is replaced by 469 and the yearly increase is replaced by 29.

(b) In sub-paragraph (b), for staging category BK, the aggregate quantity is replaced by 414 and the yearly increase is replaced by 26.

(c) In sub-paragraph (c), for staging category BR, the aggregate quantity is replaced by 109 and the yearly increase is replaced by 7.

(d) In sub-paragraph (d), for staging category CE, the aggregate quantity is replaced by 545 and the yearly increase is replaced by 34.

(e) In sub-paragraph (e), for staging category GC, the aggregate quantity is replaced by 324 and the yearly increase is replaced by 20.

(f) In sub-paragraph (f), for staging category IE, the aggregate quantity is replaced by 33 and the yearly increase is replaced by 2.

(g) In sub-paragraph (g), for staging category ME, the aggregate quantity is replaced by 2179 and the yearly increase is replaced by 136.

(h) In sub-paragraph (h), for staging category MM, the aggregate quantity is replaced by 22 and the yearly increase is replaced by 1.

(i) In sub-paragraph (i), for staging category MP1, the aggregate quantity is replaced by 654 and the yearly increase is replaced by 41.

(j) In sub-paragraph (j), for staging category MP2, the aggregate quantity is replaced by 1308 and the yearly increase is replaced by 82.
(k) In sub-paragraph (k), for staging category PK, the aggregate quantity is replaced by 416 and the yearly increase is replaced by 26.

(l) In sub-paragraph (l), for staging category PY, the aggregate quantity is replaced by 1634 and the yearly increase is replaced by 102.

(m) In sub-paragraph (m), for staging category RE, the aggregate quantity is replaced by 7409 and the yearly increase is replaced by 463.

(n) In sub-paragraph (n), for staging category RM, the aggregate quantity is replaced by 218 hectolitres and the yearly increase is replaced by 14 hectolitres.

(o) In sub-paragraph (o), for staging category SC, the aggregate quantity is replaced by 153 and the yearly increase is replaced by 10.

(p) In sub-paragraph (p), for staging category SP, the aggregate quantity is replaced by 1966 and the yearly increase is replaced by 50.

(q) In sub-paragraph (q), for staging category SR, the aggregate quantity is replaced by 4325 and the yearly increase is replaced by 110.

(r) In sub-paragraph (r), for staging category YT, the aggregate quantity is replaced by 7 and the yearly increase is replaced by 1.

SECTION C

TARIFF ELIMINATION SCHEDULE OF PERU FOR GOODS ORIGINATING IN THE EUROPEAN UNION

The following modifications apply as from 2019. Should this Agreement enter into force after 2019, for tariff rate quotas that increase over time, the aggregate quantity during the year the Agreement enters into force shall be calculated by adding the applicable yearly increase, for each year from 2019 until the year of entry into force, to the aggregate quantity volumes set out below. If the entry into force of this Agreement corresponds to a date after 1 January up until and inclusive of 31 December of the same calendar year, the quota will be pro-rated on a proportional basis for the remainder of that calendar year.

For the avoidance of doubt, unless stated otherwise, the unit for the aggregate quota volumes set out below is metric tonnes.

(a) In paragraph 1(j), for staging category BF, the aggregate quantity is replaced by 234 and the yearly increase is replaced by 15.

(b) In paragraph 1(k), for staging category BR, the aggregate quantity is replaced by 67 and the yearly increase is replaced by 4.

(c) In paragraph 1(l), for staging category CE, the aggregate quantity is replaced by 545 and the yearly increase is replaced by 34.

(d) In paragraph 1(m), for staging category GC, the aggregate quantity is replaced by 81 and the yearly increase is replaced by 5.

(e) In paragraph 1(n), for staging category IE, the aggregate quantity is replaced by 15 and the yearly increase is replaced by 1.

(f) In paragraph 1(o), for staging category ME, the aggregate quantity is replaced by 2179 and the yearly increase is replaced by 136.
(g) In paragraph 1(p), for staging category MM, the aggregate quantity is replaced by 11 and the yearly increase is replaced by 1.

(h) In paragraph 1(q), for staging category MP, the aggregate quantity is replaced by 654 and the yearly increase is replaced by 41.

(i) In paragraph 1(r), for staging category FP, the aggregate quantity is replaced by 109 and the yearly increase is replaced by 7.

(j) In paragraph 1(s), for staging category PK, the aggregate quantity is replaced by 872 and the yearly increase is replaced by 54.

(k) In paragraph 1(t), for staging category PY, the aggregate quantity is replaced by 817 and the yearly increase is replaced by 51.

(l) In paragraph 1(u), for staging category RE, the aggregate quantity is replaced by 1768 and the yearly increase is replaced by 111.

(m) In paragraph 1(v), for staging category RM, the aggregate quantity is replaced by 133 hectolitres and the yearly increase is replaced by 8 hectolitres.

(n) In paragraph 1(w), for staging category SC, the aggregate quantity is replaced by 76 and the yearly increase is replaced by 5.

(o) In paragraph 1(x), for staging category SP, the aggregate quantity is replaced by 983 and the yearly increase is replaced by 25.

(p) In paragraph 1(y), for staging category SR, the aggregate quantity is replaced by 1768 and the yearly increase is replaced by 45.